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INDUCTION INNOVATIONS BRINGS INVISIBLE HEAT TO PAINTLESS DENT REPAIR

Induction Innovations has developed a NEW PDR attachment to complement its line of high performance induction heating tools. Unlike traditional PDR, the Invisible Heat® method is the cleanest and fastest way for fixing hail dents, door dings and other minor soft dents. There is no need to meticulously massage out from the backside of vehicle panels, especially in hard-to-reach areas, or areas difficult to get behind. Induction heating is the highest tech method for removing soft dents, the result is a clean dent repair in a fraction of the time compared to a conventional PDR tool.

The ergonomically designed INDUCTOR® PDR Baton is molded in high temp / impact resistant epoxy polymers for additional durability and versatility longevity. Tapered body and beveled edges on this attachment allows for balanced grip. The PDR Baton works in conjunction with either the INDUCTOR PRO-MAX or the INDUCTOR MAX power supplies

- 1 Year Warranty
- Tapered body with balanced design for tight areas.
- Remove Hail and Soft Dents
- HF cable to inverter 9 feet.
- Part number U-111

The INDUCTOR product line of high performance induction heating tools are made in the U.S.A. by Induction Innovations Inc., a family owned company based in Elgin, IL. For more information please call 877-688-9633 or online at www.theInductor.com.
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